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Generative vs. Discriminative Models

• Discriminative Models

 Given data X, learn features to predict label Y. (Estimate P(Y|X))

• Generative Models

 Given training data X, learn representation of probability distribution for X.

 Model P(X) and sample from distribution to generate new data.



Need for Generative Modeling

• Can simulate possible futures using generative models.

• Can handle missing data effectively.

• Can be used for semi-supervised learning.

• Can handle multi-modal output based scenarios. 



Image Super Resolution



Other Generative Models

 Fully Visible Belief Nets

𝑝𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙= 𝑝𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙(xi) ∏n
i=2 𝑝𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙(xi|x1, … . , xi−1)

O(n): Sample generation is very slow as operations cannot be parallelized.

 Variational Auto-encoders

 Intractable density functions but tractable approximations.

 High likelihood but low quality samples generated.



Generative Adversarial Networks 

Architecture



Training Procedure for GANs

 Use SGD type algorithms on 2 minibatches simultaneously:

 One for a minibatch of training examples

 Another for a minibatch of generated samples

 We can run k steps of one player (generator or discriminator) for 

every step of the other player.

 Most often, discriminators are trained a bit more than generators (k 

steps of discriminator for one step of generator)



Advantages of using GANs

 Presence of a latent code.

 No Markov Chains needed neither to train or generate samples from 
the data.

 It is asymptotically consistent i.e., given we find an equilibrium point 

of game defining GANs, we are guaranteed to recover the true 

distribution .

 The samples generated by GANs are the best samples generated.



Generative Adversarial Networks: An 

example

Original Vermeer Painting

Forged Vermeer Painting

Random Noise

Consulting Forger Moriarty! 

Consulting Detective Sherlock!



Typical TMVA Flow Design



Modified  Architecture for inclusion of 

Generative Adversarial Networks



Design Decisions

 How to give the option strings as an input to MethodGAN?

 GeneratorLayout==CONV|12|2|2|1|1|1|1|TANH,MAXPOOL|6|6|1|1,RESHAPE|

1|1|9408|FLAT,DENSE|512|TANH... and 

DiscriminatorLayout=CONV|12|2|2|1|1|1|1|TANH,MAXPOOL|6|6|1|1,RESHAPE

|1|1|9408|FLAT,DENSE|512|TANH....

 Layout="DENSE|512|TANH.. ##DENSE|512|TANH....“

First option would require changes in BookMethod() and ParseOptions() which 

are higher level general modules

Hence, second option string configuration chosen.



Design Decisions

 Should MethodGAN inherit from MethodBase class or MethodDL class?

 Inherits from MethodBase as MethodGAN is not really just a modified version of 

MethodDL.

 Separate from MethodDL as two networks are being trained instead of just one and 

hence, we need to define parameters for both the networks.

 MethodDL is a friend class of MethodGAN as it accesses functions like 

ParseDenseLayer(), ParseConvLayer() and so on.

 Don’t need to override these parse layer functions as this functionality doesn’t 

change at all.

 Functions needed to be overridden are ProcessOptions(), ParseInputLayer(), 

ParseBatchLayer().

 Addition of ParseNetworkLayer() to access all network parameters like Error 

Strategy and so on.



Design Decisions

 Should there be a single BookMethod or separate ones for training 

Generator and Discriminator?

 Can’t have separate BookMethod as training of both Generator and 

Discriminator Models need to be done in a sequential fashion 

simultaneously.

 If separate BookMethod made, training would be done separately -> 

Undesirable

 Addition of kGAN as another MVA Type

 Need to be done as it can’t be accessed through any other MVA 

Method Type and is very different from other MVA Types.



Progress made so far

 New Configuration Options added for handling Generator and 

Discriminator Models together.

 ParseMethods overridden to incorporate the same. (Includes 

ParseInputLayout, ParseBatchLayout and ParseNetworkLayout).

 Train function overridden to allow sequential training of both Generator 

and Discriminator Models.

 Addition of new MVA Method Type kGAN.

 Adding option to use GANs for training in tutorial TMVAClassification.C



Ongoing Work

 Code restructuring to avoid code repetition.

 Adding testMethodGAN to run tests on the current MethodGAN
code.

 Storing weights of both the generative and discriminative network in 

MethodGAN in separate XML files. 



Future Work 

 Communication of Losses between the two models and addition of a new 

Loss Layer for the same.

 Support for different types of GANs in MethodGAN.

 GPU Implementation of MethodGAN.



THANK YOU!


